
All posters will be displayed on a 55.5 x 33.5 inch printed poster board. You will need to submit your poster as a 
PDF file (created on one single PowerPoint slide). We will have your poster printed, shipped and displayed at the 
conference. You will be able to take your poster home with you at the end of the conference. 
 

**Please allow appropriate time for reviewing and proofing your poster, typical errors include incorrectly labeled 
images or incorrectly placed captions. 
 

Please submit your poster to: rschnorf@firminc.com with the email subject header “2018 ASCIP Poster” 
 

The poster submission deadline is Wednesday, August 1, 2018. Late posters will not be accepted. 
 

Instructions for ASCIP poster presenters:  

1. Open the template. 
2. Create your poster on the template in the center white box, leaving the blue borders displayed. 
3. When creating your PowerPoint electronic poster, the preferred font is Verdana at a 16 point font size 

minimum. Other acceptable font styles are: Tahoma, Helvetica, or Trebuchet MS. 
4. When finished, save/export the file as a PDF and email to rschnorf@firminc.com with the email subject 

header “2018 ASCIP Poster”. 

If you have any questions or concerns regarding the template or layout, please contact Liz Conaway at 217-321-
2488 x7 or email econaway@firminc.com. 
 
Submission:  The aim of the poster is to display your work in a concise form, enabling conference attendees to 
grasp the essentials of the subject in a reasonable time frame. 
 
Brevity and clarity are the essence of a good poster. Relevant images can be added to illustrate where appropriate; 
please ensure that any graphics used are of a high standard. 
 
High quality images or illustrations are valuable methods for conveying information. It is important to ensure correct 
placement of the images relative to the text to enable smooth reading of the poster. 
 

Presenters should use scientific or generic names in referring to products in their lectures or enduring materials. 
Should it be necessary to use a trade name, then the trade names of several similar products within a class should 
be used. Poster presentations, as with all presentations at the 2018 Educational Conference of the Academy of 

Spinal Cord Injury Professionals should be non-commercial and non-promotional in nature.  
 

In all cases, patient anonymity must be protected in accordance with the HIPPA Privacy Laws. 
 

Questions:  
 
If you have questions about submitting your poster or non-technical issues, please contact Rebecca Schnorf at 
217-321-2477 or email rschnorf@firminc.com.  
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